ABSTRACT The essential idea behind physical-layer network coding (PNC) is to superimpose signals so as to improve throughput. Current studies focus mainly on PNC over the AWGN or Rayleigh channels without consideration of burst pulses. This paper aims to evaluate the bit error rate (BER) performance of classical PNC, over a mixed channel that considers the combined effects of Gaussian noise and burst pulses. Besides, this paper explores the use of the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes to improve the BER performance of PNC over the mixed channel. Simulation results show that burst pulses deteriorate the BER significantly, and the RS codes are able to compensate for substantial BER performance degradation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-way relay cooperative communications have attracted much attention, since two remote source nodes can communicate with each other with the aid of a relay node [1] . Much work has been carried out on two-way relay cooperative communications [2] , [3] . Aiming at relayed communications, physical-layer network coding (PNC) was first proposed by Zhang, et al. [4] in 2006. PNC can substantially increase the channel throughput of traditional relay networks. Currently, the PNC research focuses primarily on three aspects, i.e., networking, information, and communications theory [5] - [7] .
A plethora of work on PNC networking has been reported in the literature [8] - [14] . Lu et al. [8] discuss a generic network consisting of two transmitters and multiple relay nodes, in which PNC is employed to eliminate interference. In [9] , the advantages of applying PNC in wireless networks are discussed in detail. The performances of PNC in linear networks, rectangular and hexagonal networks are analyzed in [10] . Zimmermann and Liang [11] investigate the application of cross layer optimization targeting the link problem in a unidirectional PNC relay network. In [12] , the performance of PNC combined with multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) is analyzed. PNC has also been applied to optical communications and mobile device-to-device (D2D) cooperative networks [13] , [14] .
Much research has been concentrated on improving the channel capacity in PNC networks [15] - [20] . The maximum transmission rate of the two-way relay channel (TWRC) is defined in [15] , where the capacity limit of the TWRC is approached by using PNC. Tao et al [16] study the impact of PNC on a generalized physical model, and reveal that the transmission rate of PNC is dependent on the signalto-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR). In [17] , a practical modulation-coded (MC) PNC scheme is designed to achieve the capacity limits of the TWRC. The throughput of PNC in a non-inclusive carrier-sensing network is investigated in [18] , and the capacities of the equal-link-length (ELL) and variable-link-length (VLL) networks are derived. Zhou and Xiu [19] explore Turbo codes and soft detection in PNC with the objective of improving both capacity and reliability. It is concluded in [20] that the throughput of PNC may not always increase linearly with the number of source nodes, and complex network coding can be used to improve throughput.
Different types of modulation schemes for PNC are investigated in [21] - [26] . PNC constellation mapping with pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) is investigated in [21] . It is shown in [22] that computational efficiency can be improved with modified high-order PAM. In [23] , quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is applied to PNC. QAM constellation mapping of PNC is given in [24] , which also investigates the power allocation issue. M -ary frequency shift keying (MFSK) of PNC is discussed in detail in [25] . Besides, Cao et al. [26] consider the M -ary phase-shift keying (MPSK) modulation in PNC and proposed symbol-based PNC (SPNC), which is a low complexity detection technique at relay node.
The performance analysis of PNC over different channels is also a hot topic [27] - [31] . For instance, Zhang et al. [4] investigate the BER performance of PNC with quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) over the AWGN channel based upon the maximum a posterior probability criterion. Besides, the approaches to obtain the symbol error rate (SER) of two-dimensional PNC constellation schemes in the AWGN channel are generalized in [27] . A nearest neighbor approximation algorithm is proposed to derive the SER for PNC with high orders of modulation schemes [28] . In [29] , the authors analyze the impact of phase errors on QAM-based PNC schemes. Moreover, due to the popularity of Rayleigh fading channels, numerous work has been carried out to investigate the BER performances of PNC schemes over the Rayleigh fading channel. An approximate BER expression is derived for BPSK-based PNC in a bi-directional relay network over the Rayleigh fading channel in [30] . Yang and Collings [31] derive an asymptotical closed-form tight bound of PNC over the Rayleigh fading channel.
Despite the aforementioned research work, the BER analysis of PNC in erasure channels remains an open problem. For some special cases, when burst pluses occur, the BER will degrade significantly, especially when PNC is employed.
Burst pulses can greatly affect the reliability of a wireless communications system [32] . Moreover, the pulse duration and position are normally random and unpredictable. Establishing a relationship between the burst pulses and the BER will be very useful. It is very important to understand the burst pulse mathematic model. For example, Al-Naffouri et al. [33] present a model combining the amplitude probability distribution (APD) and the pulse duration distribution (PDD). In addition to the discussion of the relationship between the channel and BER, some work has been carried out to overcome the effect of burst pulses [34] , [35] . In [34] , a burst pulse is treated as a sparse signal in the time domain, and sparse signal reconstruction and protection is explored to decrease its adverse effect. Gotoh et al. [35] explore empirical mode decomposition to suppress the pulse amplitude. Besides these signal processing methods, error control codes are also widely utilized to deal with the erasure channel [36] . In [37] , Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are proposed to tackle this issue, which have a strong ability to correct burst and random errors. RS codes can also reduce the symbol overlapping loss [38] . This paper focuses on the BER performance of PNC over a mixed channel with the combined effects of the Gaussian noise and burst pulses. We take a 3-node PNC scheme (two source and one relay node) as an example to analyze the BER performance. This paper first defines some channel model parameters, and then derives a theoretical BER expression. Owing to its excellent error-correcting performance and low complexity for encoding and decoding, RS codes in conjunction with interleaving are adopted to improve the error performance. The major contributions of this paper are two-fold. Firstly, it demonstrates three models of the mixed channel that considers the Gaussian noise and burst pulses simultaneously; Then, both the theoretical and simulation BERs of these three models for PNC scheme are discussed.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model of PNC in the mixed channel is illustrated. Section III derives the theoretical BER of the proposed system. RS codes are explored to correct errors in Section III-D. Section IV discusses both the theoretical and simulated BERs of the proposed system model. Some concluding remarks are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the classical three-node linear network, which consists of two source nodes N 1 and N 3 that cannot communicate directly, and a relay node N 2 is used to help exchange information. Denote by d i ∈ {0, 1} the binary bit at N i (i = 1, 2, 3), and byd i ∈ {0, 1, ξ } the detected bit at N i (i = 1, 2, 3). Suppose ξ represents the erasure errors. s i is the modulated symbols at N i . When BPSK is considered, we have s i ∈ {−1, +1}. For the PNC scheme illustrated in Fig. 1, nodes N 1 and N 3 send s 1 and s 3 simultaneously in the 1 st time slot. In the 2 nd time slot, N 2 maps the received sum-symbol (s 1 + s 3 ) to the corresponding modulated symbol s 2 [4] .
Actually, burst pulses may occur anywhere in the transmission, and both the position and length of erasure errors are random as shown in Fig. 2 and thus there are no extra erasure errors. The other case is that the new erasure symbols are different from the original ones, which increases the erasure errors.
It is usual that source information is often transmitted in the form of frames. Suppose the frame length is equal to N symbols. Generally speaking, the pulse mathematic model can be divided into three distinct cases, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Case one is that multiple pulses each last one symbol period of time. There are several pulses occurring this case, and each pulse only lasts one symbol time. The probability density function (PDF) of burst pulses follows an ergodic distribution [39] . For mathematic convenience, the occurring probability of the burst pulse is denoted by P pulse .
Case two is that one pulse lasts multiple symbols. In this case, there is only one burst pulse in a frame, which lasts L symbols, where L is determined by the variable-length burst scheduling (VLBS) algorithm [40] . What's more, the pulse position is random.
Case three is that multiple pulses last multiple symbol periods time. In this case, there are multiple pulses each lasting L symbols, which obeys a uniform distribution in the range of [L min , L max ], where L min and L max are the minimum and maximum pulse lengths and can be estimated according to channel conditions [41] . In this paper, in order to simplify the model, the number of pulses in every frame is set to λ, which obeys a uniform distribution in the range of [λ min , λ max ], where λ min and λ max are the minimum and maximum numbers of pulses also determined by channel conditions. Thus, in this case, there are λ impulses in a frame each lasting L symbols.
Actually, cases one and two are the special cases of case three. However, cases one and two are more common in practical communications systems. In the next section, we will analyze these three cases one by one.
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Define the BERs of the 1 st and 2 nd time slots as P 1 and P 2 , respectively, and the overall BER as P e . Thus, P e is given by
where P 1 and P 2 are determined by both the Gaussian noise and burst impulses. Firstly, let us consider the case with only the Gaussian
is the probability that the detected symbol is d 2 when nodes N 1 and N 3 transmit d 1 and d 3 , respectively. According to [4] , it is known that P (1| (0, 0)), P (0| (0, 1)), P (0| (1, 0)) and P (1| (1, 1)) can be given as
where E b is the energy per bit and N 0 represents the power spectral density of the Gaussian noise. γ 1 and γ 2 are the optimal thresholds given by [4] 
Thus, the BER P 1,gn caused by the Gaussian noise in the 1 st time slot can be derived as
For the 2 nd time slot, BER P 2,gn caused by the Gaussian noise with standard BPSK modulation is [42] given as
In what follows, we will investigate the BER caused by burst impulses, and discuss the aforementioned three burst impulse cases one by one.
A. MULTIPLE IMPULSES LASTING ONE SYMBOL
Since burst impulses occur randomly, it is impossible to derive an accurate BER expression. Consequently, we will show a lower and a upper bound.
1) LOWER BOUND
It is easy to show that the minimum BER P 1,low of the 1 st time slot is achieved when the erasure symbols are in the same locations for N 1 to N 2 and N 3 to N 2 . Similarly, the minimum BER P 2,low is achieved when the erasure symbols are located at the same positions as in the 1 st time slot. The corresponding channel model is shown in Fig. 4(a) , in which the possible detected bitd 2 at N 2 andd 1 at N 1 are 0, 1, and ξ . Three distinct cases for burst pulses. In Case 1, there are several burst pluses in a frame and each pulse lasts one symbol time. In Case 2, there is only one burst pulse in a frame which lasts L symbol time. In Case 3, several burst pulses occur in a frame, and pulse length is randomly distributed. The lower bound of the 1 st time slot P 1,low can is given as
where 1 − P pulse · P 1,gn is the error probability due only to the Gaussian noise excluding the erasure errors. To achieve the minimum BER in the 2 nd time slot (P 2,low ), the erasure symbols at N 1 should locate at the same positions as in the 1 st time slot. In other words, there are no extra erasure errors in the 2 nd time slot. At this time, erasure errors can be ignored, and P 2,low can be shown as
The BER lower bound of the entire system P e,low can be derived by substituting (9) and (10) into (1) .
It is easy to show that lim According to (9) , (10) and P e,low , we have lim
when E b /N 0 is large enough, it is possible to reach the lower bound, depending on the occurring probability of burst pulses.
2) UPPER BOUND
For the 1 st time slot, when the symbols sent by nodes N 1 and N 3 are affected by burst pulses at totally different locations, it is able to achieve the upper bound BER P 1,up . Likewise, the upper bound P 2,up of the 2 nd time slot is attainable when the locations of the erasure symbols in the 1 st and 2 nd time slots are totally different form each other. As aforementioned, the possible detected bitsd 2 at N 2 fall within the set {0, 1, ξ }. That is, to achieve the upper bound, erasure errors will arise in the transmit signal s 2 , whend 2 is detected as 0 or 1. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the upper bound equivalent channel model. In the 1 st time slot, the erasure symbols occur at completely different locations for nodes N 1 to N 2 and N 3 to N 2 . Thus, the VOLUME 4, 2016 equivalent probability of erasure errors is 2P pulse . The upper bound BER P 1,up can be given by
where P 1,gn 1 − 2P pulse is the error probability due to the Gaussian noise.
To obtain the upper bound of the 2 nd time slot, the erasure symbols should be located at absolutely different positions from those in the 1 st time slot. Thus we have P 2,up = P pulse + P 2,gn 1 − P pulse ,
where P 2,gn 1 − P pulse is the error probability caused by the Gaussian noise in the 2 nd time slot. Substituting (11) and (12) into (1) gives rise to the upper bound of the entire transmission. Similar to the lower bound case, when E b /N 0 is large enough, P 1,gn and P 2,gn will approach zero, and the channel model can be simplified as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The upper bound limits at high E b /N 0 of the 1 st and 2 nd time slots are given as lim
pulse . In conclusion, both the lower and upper bounds are determined by P pulse , and the higher P pulse is, the poor the BER is.
B. ONE PULSE LASTING MULTIPLE SYMBOLS
It is known that the starting position of the continuouserasure-symbols (CES) can be anywhere in the frame. As shown in Fig. 6 , the starting position of the CES is supposed to be i. Considering that the starting position is random and there is only one CES, each symbol in the frame has the same probability of 1/N to be at the starting point. If the starting position is within symbols 1 to N − L + 1, the CES lasts L symbols. Hence, the probability P L that the CES length is L is
If the starting position is one of the last L − 1 symbols, the CES will last l(< L) symbols. On this occasion, the first N −l symbols are not affected by the burst pulses, and the starting position of the CES is the (N − l)th symbol. Therefore the probability P l that the length of CES is l (l ≤ L) symbols is
1) LOWER BOUND
It is easy to show that the lower bound is achieved when the CES positions of the 2 nd time slot are the same as those of the 1 st time slot. For the 1 st time slot, if the CES has L symbols, the BER of the 1 st time slot P 1e,L is
where the L + (N − L) P 1,gn is the sum of the error bits. If the CES has l bits, the BER of the 1 st time slot P 1e,l is
According to (13) , (14), (15), and (16), the lower bound BER of the 1 st time slot P 1,low can be derived as
There are no extra erasure errors in the 2 nd time slot. Therefore, the lower bound of the 2 nd time slot P 2,low is
Substituting (17) and (18) into (1) gives rise to the lower bound of the entire transmission.
Similarly, the limit of the lower bound is obtained as
As can be seen from (19), the limit of the lower bound is affected by the length of the CES.
2) UPPER BOUND
At node N 2 , the sum of the two CESs from nodes N 1 and N 3 can be treated as a large CES, whose length is 2L. As a consequence, the upper bound of the 1 st time slot P 1,up can be shown as
For the 2 nd time slot, if the CES is of L symbols, the BER of the 2 nd time slot is given by
where L + (N − L) P 2,gn is the sum of the error bits in the 2 nd time slot. If the CES has l (≤ L) symbols, the BER of the 2 nd time slot P 2e,l is
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It follows from (13), (14) , (21) , and (22) that the upper bound of the 2 nd time slot P 2,up is given by
Substituting (20) and (23) into (1), the upper bound of the entire transmission can be obtained.
Similarly, the upper bound limits at high SNRs of the 1 st and the 2 nd time slots can be shown as lim
N , respectively. Therefore, it follows from (1) that the upper bound limit of the entire transmission can be obtained as
Again, the above equation implies that the limit of the upper bound is influenced by the CES length.
C. MULTIPLE IMPULSES LASTING MULTIPLE SYMBOLS
In this case, there are λ CESs in a frame and each CES has L symbols. The BER is a statistical value, which is determined by the average CES numberλ and average CES lengthL, given byλ =
. So at node N 2 , the sum of CESs from nodes N 1 and N 3 can be considered as a combined CES, whose length L equal equalsλL.
1) LOWER BOUND
For the 1 st time slot, the minimum BER is achieved when the erasure symbols are located at the same positions. The first λ−1 CESs lastL symbols, and the starting position of the last CES determines the length of the last CES. The probability PL that the last CES hasL symbols can be expressed as
The probability P l that the length of the last CES is l l <L is
where the term 1 − If the last CES has L bits, the BER P 1e,L is
where the L equal + P 1,gn N − L equal is the sum of the error bits. Similarly, if the length of the last CES is l <L , the BER P 1e,l due to the burst pulses and the Gaussian noise is given as
According (42) and (43), the lower bound of the 1 st time slot is expressed as
The CESs positions in the 2 nd time slot are the same as in the 1 st time slot, which means that there are no extra erasure errors in the 2 nd time slot. Therefore, we have
Based on (1), the lower bound of the third case can be achieved as
Similarly, the limits of P 1,low and P e,low can be shown as
2) UPPER BOUND
The CES length at node N 2 is equal to 2L. In the 1 st time slot, the first λ − 1 CESs last 2L symbols. If the starting position of the last CES is one of the last 2L −1 symbols, the length of the last CES is l, which is less than 2L. Otherwise, the length of the last CES is 2L. Hence, the probability P 2L that the last CES has 2L symbols can be given as
Similarly, the probability P l that the last CES lasts l < 2L symbols is
If the last CES has 2L symbols, the BER of the 1 st time slot P 1e,2L is
where 2L equal + N − 2L equal P 1gn is the number of error symbols. If the last CES has l < 2L bits, the BER of the 1 st time slot P 1e,l is
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Therefore, the upper bound of the 1 st time slot P 1,up can be achieved as
For the 2 nd time slot, the length of the last CES relies on the starting locations. If the last CES hasL symbols, then the BER of the 2 nd time slot P 2e,L is
where L equal and (N − L equal )P 2,gn are the number of error symbols caused by the pulses and the Gaussian noise, respectively. If the last CES has l <L bits, the BER of the 2 nd time slot is
where l + λ − 1 L is the number of erasures, and
gn is the number of error symbols caused by the Gaussian noise. Owing to (38) and (39), the upper bound of the 2 nd time slot can be shown as
According to (1), the upper bound of the entire process can be achieved. When E b /N 0 is large enough, (37) and (40) become
Then the limit of the upper bound BER is
It follows from (41), (42) , and (43) that the limit of the upper bound is dependent on the number and CES length.
It is worth noting that the accurate BER can be approximated by the lower bound when the number of the pulses λ and the length L are small. Conversely, when λ and L are large, the accurate BER approaches the upper bound. 
D. INTEGRATION OF RS CODES WITH THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
RS codes have been widely used in a large variety of communications systems to improve reliability, due to their desirable properties, e.g., high efficiency, low error floor and minimum code distance, etc. This section aims to integrate RS codes with our proposed system in an effort to combat the effect of burst pulses. The RS codes are utilized only at nodes N 1 and N 3 , as shown in Fig. 7 . At the relay node N 2 , the system maps the sum signal s 1 + s 3 without RS decoding. If the burst pulses last for a long time, the erasure errors may exceed the errorcorrecting capability of RS codes. Consequently, interleaving is employed to enhance the BER performance, as shown in Fig. 8 . As can be observed from the figure, if the impulse lasts for a long time, the RS codes cannot correct errors that exceed the codes' error-correcting capability. Interleaving can divide a continuous long erasure into several short erasures, and places them in different codewords, determined by the interleaving depth. If the erasure errors of each divided codeword are within the error-correcting capability of the RS codes, the erased symbols can be fully recovered. The interleaving depth is decided by the CES length. The interleaving depth should be designed such that the erased symbols in every frame can just be fully recovered by the RS codes. Suppose the RS codes can correct N c errors in a codeword and the maximum CES length is L max , then the interleaving depth δ should be at least larger than L max /N c . 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents computer simulation results for the given theoretical analysis. The frame length is set to be 2040 symbols. For case one, the erasure probability is P pulse = 10 −3 , and every erasure lasts one symbol. For case two, the erasure results in 10 symbols in each frame. And for case three, the erasure length L satisfies 1 ≤ L ≤ 10, and the erasure number λ is between 1 and 5. The detailed simulation parameters are shown in TABLE I. Figs. 9-11 plot the simulated BERs of the three cases in an effort to reveal the effect of the burst pulses on the BER performance.
Figs. 9-11 indicate that the simulation and theoretical results of all the three cases agree well with each other. It is found that there is a small gap between the theoretical lower and upper bounds. Because of the erasure errors, there exists an error floor. As can be observed from Fig. 9 , when E b /N 0 becomes larger, the BER is about 10 −3 , which verifies lim
P e,low = P pulse and lim
pulse as discussed in Section III. In Fig. 10 , the BER approaches 10 −2 in the high E b /N 0 region, thus validating (19) and (24) . In Fig. 11 , the BER becomes constant around 10 −2 in the high E b /N 0 region, which accords (32) and (43). Compared with the case with only the Gaussian noise, the results presented in Figs. 9-11 demonstrate that burst pulses have a significant adverse impact on the BER performance of PNC.
In this paper, we adopt (255,223) RS codes to overcome the adverse effect of burst pulses. Figs. 12-14 illustrate the comparisons between with and without RS codes for the proposed three cases. It is found that RS codes can substantially improve BER performance of the proposed cases. Thanks to the employment of the RS codes, the BER drops sharply with the increase of E b /N 0 . Moreover, the error floor can be greatly reduced and the coding gain is very large. In the low E b /N 0 region, the BER performance of the cases with the RS codes is worse than that without the RS codes. This is because RS channel coding introduces coding redundancy and thus decreases the average energy per symbol.
The BER performances with and without interleaving under the circumstance where the burst pulses last for a long time are compared in Fig. 15 . The frame length is 2040 symbols, and the pulse length is 6400 symbols. As a result, errors in several frames cannot be recovered. The interleaving depth δ is chosen to be 256. Fig. 15 demonstrates that when erasure errors exceed the error-correcting capability of the RS codes, interleaving is an effective means to improve the BER performance.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper analyzed the BER performance of PNC over the channel with burst pulses. It first discussed three types of burst channel models, and the BER was analyzed based on these models. Due to the randomness of burst pulses, a lower and an upper bound were deduced to approximate the accurate theoretical BER. To overcome the adverse effect of burst pulses, RS codes were applied to the proposed schemes. The theoretical and simulated results agreed well with each other, validating the correctness of the channel model. Moreover, the BER performance was considerably improved when adopting the RS codes. 
